ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE MEETING
SHIRLEY SARGENT FAMILY BOARDROOM, PSU
7:00 P.M.
FEBRUARY 24, 2021

I. CALL TO ORDER—7:01 P.M.
II. ROLL CALL
   a. 13 Senators were present
   b. Also present, Craig Chatraind, Dean of Students and Assistant Vice President.

III. PLEDGE OF ALLEFIANCE

IV. MOTION TO APPROVE MINUTES FROM February 17, 2021
   a. Motion to approve: Medasetti/Reid
   b. Unanimous
   c. Motion: CARRIED

V. MOTION TO APPROVE AGENDA
   a. Motion to agenda with the friendly amendment to add suspension of stipend rulebook to other: Reid/Kay
   b. Unanimous
   c. Motion: CARRIED

VI. GALLERY QUESTION & ANSWER
   a. Stuart Summer, Associated Vice President
      i. This last year the school has sent out 72 COVID-19 related emails.
      ii. The school has been working on upgrade spaces where students study and gather.
      iii. Commencement will be in person.
      iv. There will be light post flags for Idaho State added down Yellowstone.
      v. Idaho State got an updated license plate.

VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND CORRESPONDENCE
   a. Rick Pongratz, Director of Counseling and Testing Services
      i. They have recently updated their website to add a spot for suicide prevention.
      ii. Counseling and testing have also partnered with the American Suicide prevention to have an anonymous survey on their website to help link people seeking help to them.
      iii. They have also recently partnered to start an app to help Idaho State students that are not currently in the state of Idaho.
   b. Laticia Herkshan
      i. Idaho State has recently made an official land acknowledge.
      ii. There will a website set up to provide information about it as well email signatures and more.
   c. Craig Chatraind, Dean of Students and Assistant Vice President.
      i. Policy 5030 has received some updates.

VIII. PRESIDENT’S REPORT
   a. President Jha let the senators know that the commencement committee is looking an ASISU representatives.
IX. CHAIR/COMMITTEE REPORTS
   a. Senate Pro Tempore’s Chair Committee, Jensen
      i. Nothing to report.
   b. Finance Committee, Senator Kay
      i. Finance committee is currently still hearing lie items.
   c. Senate Rules and Appointments Committee, Senator Reid
      i. Nothing to report.
   d. Outreach and Diversity Committee, Senator Winslow
      i. Nothing to report.

X. OLD BUSINESS

XI. NEW BUSINESS
   a. Resolution 606
      i. Motion to move to committee for ten minutes: Kay/Reid.
      ii. Unanimous
      iii. Motion: CARRIED
      iv. Motion to move out committee: Medasetti/Reid.
      v. Unanimous
      vi. Motion: CARRIED
      vii. Motion to suspend bylaws Article 2, Section 1, Cause 4: Reid/Winslow
      viii. Unanimous
      ix. Roll Call
          PAWAN ACHARYA – YES
          SRIJAN BHANDARI – YES
          DESTINY IGBINEWEKA – YES
          RACHEL JENSEN – YES
          CAMDON KAY – YES
          DAISY KENER—YES
          UMA SHANKAR MEDASETTI – YES
          TAYLOR NEIBAUR – YES
          PAMELA PASCALI —YES
          BROOKE RAY -- YES
          BRANDON REID – NO
          RUBI UPRETI—YES
          SAMANTHA WINSLOW – YES
      x. Motion: CARRIED
      xi. Motion to approve of Resolution 606: Reid/Pascali
      xii. Unanimous
      xiii. Roll call
          PAWAN ACHARYA – YES
          SRIJAN BHANDARI – YES
          DESTINY IGBINEWEKA – YES
          RACHEL JENSEN – YES
          CAMDON KAY – YES
          DAISY KENER—YES
          UMA SHANKAR MEDASETTI – YES
          TAYLOR NEIBAUR – YES
          PAMELA PASCALI —YES
          BROOKE RAY -- YES
          BRANDON REID – NO
          RUBI UPRETI—YES
          SAMANTHA WINSLOW – YES
xiv. Motion: **CARRIED**

XII. GALLERY QUESTION AND ANSWER

XIII. OTHER
a. Suspension to senate stipend rulebook.
   i. Motion to suspend Stipend Rulebook, Senate Duties, 10, 11, 15 and 15: Reid/Medasetti.
   ii. Roll Call
      
      PAWAN ACHARYA – YES
      SRIJAN BHANDARI – YES
      DESTINY IGBINEWEKA – YES
      RACHEL JENSEN – YES
      CAMDON KAY – YES
      DAISY KENER—YES
      UMA SHANKAR MEDASETTE – YES
      TAYLOR NEIBAUR – YES
      PAMELA PASCALI –YES
      BROOKE RAY -- YES
      BRANDON REID – NO
      RUBI UPRETI—YES
      SAMANTHA WINSLOW – YES

   iii. Motion: **CARRIED**

XIV. OTHER

XV. ISU FIGHT SONG

XVI. ADJOURNMENT
a. Motion to adjourn: Reid/Kay
   b. Unanimous
   c. Motion: **CARRIED**

XVII. ROLL CALL
a. 13 Senators were present
b. Also present, Craig Chatraind, Dean of Students and Assistant Vice President.
c. Meeting adjourned at 8:16 P.M.